documented according to a strict plan. The installation itself needs
to be validated, too. But this is much less time-consuming than it
was without migration-center, partly because there’s no need to
validate the creation of migration tools and the whole complexity
of the data – with path lengths, special characters and document
structuring – no longer applies. This means that we can implement
the migration rules faster and we’re more flexible in the event of
revisions.

data into the Boehringer DMS as well. Another typical scenario is
when we’re running function tests on software systems. These kinds
of tests are periodically necessary whenever there’s a change to any
of our procedures as a result of business or regulatory requirements.
Can you give us an example?
HG: Boehringer Ingelheim uses migration-center to generate large
quantities of documentation for test purposes in DCTM systems, like
for performance testing, or to create large volumes of test data. For
example, we used migration-center to generate test data as part of a
DMS function upgrade.

In what way will using migration-center pay off for Boehringer Ingelheim in the long run?
GL: The main thing is the quality aspect. We defined and validated
our migration processes on the basis of a standard technology,
which means that we are able to migrate data in consistent quality – verifiably. If we didn’t have this standard and data were to go
missing, it would take a great deal longer to reconstruct it. And
we’re saving time compared to a migration based on home-made
scripts. That is as true for an everyday archiving request for 1,000
documents as it was for the initial migration of more than 12 million
documents. But still, time savings are not the main concern for
Boehringer.

And how do such migrations work?
HG: From a technical point of view, it’s mostly a case of moving
documents from a Documentum-based DMS into a different one.
But many documents also come from other systems, like SharePoint
platforms, where project teams have been working together. Once
the project is over, the data are stored on a fileshare server and it’s
from there that they are moved into Documentum or FirstDoc using
the migration-center connector. The process works the other way
around, too, like for exporting data when we sell a product.

How did you find working with fme overall, and what’s next for the
migration-center at Boehringer?

Which migration-center features are particularly important to you?
GL: Several aspects are key: First, the ability to migrate documents
with all of their associated attributes and rules, as I already mentioned. There are often very many rules that have to be respected
in order to map document structures, classes and version histories
properly. This would be hard to achieve with home-made scripts,
and certainly not within just six months, as was the case with
F irstDoc.

GL: We have a very good partnership that has endured for many
years. Like in any relationship, difficult situations arise now and
again. But we ultimately resolve them in the spirit of partnership.
As to the future, we are going to be introducing a big new Enterprise
Content Management system as a central repository. Whichever
platform is chosen – we’re currently in the process of making the
decision – we anticipate that migration-center will help us with this
major changeover, too, thanks to the many connectors it offers. And
migration-center remains a part of our archiving strategy.

HG: And second, the amount of effort we have to put into validation
for the numerous migration projects large and small is significantly
lower. That’s partly down to the fact that we’re using standard
software maintained by fme as the provider. It makes it easier to
demonstrate regulatory compliance.
What is it that makes the validation of migration processes so time
consuming?
HG: For companies in the pharmaceutical industry, validation involves proving that a process always leads to the intended outcome.
In the migration context, this means that we have to prove that
every document has been correctly migrated, one to one, with all of
its attributes and rules. To do this, the entire process within every
migration is defined down to the last detail, tested step by step and
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